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Readers of this journal will generally, I presume, value cross-
national studies in education, and will welcome the
Government’s recent announcement of the new programme for
international professional development for teachers, which
will greatly expand opportunities of this kind. There can be
little doubt that international observation and dialogue can be
informative and developmental both for visitors and hosts. But
a question which persists concerns the nature and status of this
activity: what kind of learning takes place, and how can these
lessons be applied?

It seems desirable to steer a course between two extreme
positions. At one end is the view that the transfer to the UK of
various educational practices from totally different contexts is
unproblematic, a stance adopted by some politicians at one
period. At the other end, however, there is the danger of
adopting a view that international professional development
generates learning of a kind which does not progress beyond
reflexivity. This article explores two issues which are central
to the nature and status of comparisons across different
national systems. The first concerns the way in which
members of one national education system observe and
interpret another. The second issue concerns the transferability
of practices from one system to another. These issues carry
implications for the position of development education in this
debate (discussed in the latter portion of this article).

The advantage of subjectivity
The paradigmatic foundation for this article’s argument is that
true objectivity is such an elusive concept in educational
research that it is sometimes preferable to simply set it aside
as an expectation. Even quantitative empirical work involves
subjective judgements about what it is that is worth
measuring. As a method of analysis, most observations of one
national education system by members of a different national
system fall well towards the subjective end of the spectrum.
The observer or analyst brings to their work their own
experience, beliefs, and conceptual frameworks. These will,
first of all, influence what is noticed and regarded as
interesting in the other system, and secondly, be used as
yardsticks against which to interpret what is observed. In other
words, analysts of other nations’ education systems have a
natural tendency to bring their own agenda and baggage to the
task.

Provided that genuine communication takes place and that
subjectivity is acknowledged, subjectivity is an advantage
rather than a disadvantage. The members of the system being
observed or analysed also have their agenda and their
baggage. When dialogue takes place between two parties from

differing cultural contexts, both parties increase their
understanding of both the other and themselves. Real
understanding begins when the external analyst sets aside the
yardsticks they have brought, and steps inside the aims,
agenda, and mindset of the system being observed.

For example, recent initiatives (or other system features)
are likely to be responses to problems. It is important for the
external analyst to understand how the members and leaders
of the system being observed conceptualise the problems
which their policies or initiatives are seeking to address, and
against what criteria success will be judged. This kind of
cross-system understanding and dialogue can give each party
much greater consciousness of the issues and approaches in
their own system, and of some of the underlying assumptions
which are normally taken for granted. In short, it can become
the source of fresh insights and ideas.

A model for comparative analysis
Education systems are not static; they are constantly changing.
The changes are driven by two main types of pressures. One
type arises from changes in the economic, demographic, and
technological environments within which education operates.
The other type arises from changes in society’s normative
values, beliefs, and expectations. These two sets of factors, the
environmental and the normative, can change very quickly.
Educational institutions, and the regulatory frameworks which
govern them, tend to change more slowly. Often the current
institutional pattern represents the answer to yesterday’s
problems. It reflects the environment and the values of a
previous period. Educational change often involves trying to
modernise institutions to bring them into line with recently
changed values and environmental conditions.

A hypothesis which I would like to offer for debate is the
proposition that the transferability of educational ideas and
initiatives across different national systems is more sensitive
to normative values than to environmental conditions. This
would explain why it can sometimes arise that countries which
may be closely comparable in terms of their demographic,
economic, and technological circumstances, may be
fundamentally resistant to borrowing each other’s educational
methods and policies. Conversely, societies in contrasting
demographic and economic circumstances may resonate with
each other’s thinking on a range of educational issues.

The approach being advocated here differs in three
important respects from traditional comparative education, in
which mainly European writers identified certain national
traits and characteristics which they believed had explanatory
value in relation to features of national education systems.
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This kind of thinking, while grounded legitimately in the
notions of cultural identity and history, nevertheless fostered
stereotypical and deterministic assumptions which no longer
rest easily with contemporary perceptions of reality.

The first difference from traditional comparative education
is that the key issues for education today have an international
dimension, and while international trends in education are not
new (think, for example, of the development of universities
across late medieval Europe), the scale and depth of their
impact on policy-making at national level has never been
greater, and this trend will continue. Consequently, national
education systems are not to be perceived as isolated and self-
contained. A significant part of their current agenda of policy
development and change is likely to be directly connected
with factors operating on an international scale, although the
nature of the response is likely to be influenced by local
factors. The trends and issues at the international level go
some way towards providing a unifying conceptual
framework. Against this, analysts can appreciate the unique
features of national systems as manifested in the different
impacts of, and different reactions to, those wider
international patterns of change.

Secondly, it is now widely accepted that a ‘rounded’
understanding of a society’s culture requires an appreciation of
the internal perceptions and perspectives of that society.
Aspects of cultural identity are self-defined, and are not
particularly accessible to analysis by an outsider relying solely
on the conceptual frameworks of their own culture. Glimpses
of the cultural perspectives relevant to education policy may
be found not only in conversation, but both in academic and
official writing. Academic writing of the ‘situated’ or
‘positioned’ genre presents alternative meta-narratives which
shape cultural perspectives. Official policies and reports
institutionalise the current beliefs and aspirations of society,
and also give insights into perceptions of problems, aims,
acceptable solutions, and the relative priority given to
potentially conflicting aims. It is relatively easy to observe
what a particular society is doing in its education system; the
cultural dimension illuminates why.

Finally, while traditional comparative education did not
ignore the issue of change, the main focus of attention was,
nevertheless, on education systems as they currently were, and
the historical factors which had formed them. The emphasis
was on the thematic comparison of systems, looking, for
example, at different approaches to assessment, or early years
education, or vocational preparation within secondary
education. In both of these traditional models, the focus was
upon systems in an essentially static or completed state – the
systems as they have become – whereas the change agenda is
now so dominant in education policy that it can justifiably be
called the central focus, looking at systems as they are
becoming.

Responding to change
This focus on change reinforces the importance of
understanding how the leaders and policy-makers in national
education systems problematise their circumstances: that is,

what they see as the forces driving the need to change, what
aim is being pursued, and what aspects of current practice
need to be changed in order to reach that destination. The new
model advocated in this article links problem generation to the
asynchronous nature of social change. Change in itself need
not be problematical: what creates problems for policy-makers
is the way in which linked factors change at different speeds,
setting up tensions which require resolution. The changing
skills required in the workplace are not in themselves a
problem; the problem arises because vocational education
struggles to change at the same pace. Shifting demographic
patterns within a locality need not be problematical, but
become so when the size and location of schools reflect a
pattern of demand which no longer applies.

The most interesting policy problems generated by
asynchronous change are those arising from rapid changes in
the expectations, aspirations, attitudes, and values which make
up a society’s normative pattern. Factors within the normative
pattern may change rapidly: within an open society people are
free to choose and develop their own values, and within the
space of a decade, thinking which was regarded as at the
extreme fringe can become mainstream. The institutional
pattern of formalised structures, laws and regulations,
financial and decision-making structures, is likely, at any
particular time, to reflect the values and aspirations prevalent
at least some years previously. There will be tensions and
mismatches between this institutional pattern and aspects of
society’s current expectations, including political expectations.
Part of the work of education leaders and policy-makers in
many different national education systems can be
conceptualised as managing, and attempting to reduce, these
tensions and mismatches. This common challenge provides a
framework for a contemporary approach to comparative
analysis, within which the transferability of practice from one
system to another can be assessed.

The approach to comparative analysis presented here
involves a series of questions. Can the policy or practice being
examined be construed as the intended solution to a problem?
What is the problem? What asynchronous changes among
normative, institutional, and environmental factors are causing
the problem? To what extent is this problem common to other
national systems? Does it arise elsewhere from the same
pattern of asynchronous change? The answers to these
questions prepare the way for the question: might the
‘solution’ to the problem being applied in one system be
transferable to another?

Where the change is being driven by changing attitudes and
values, and where the purpose of the change is to bring
institutional arrangements into line with those new
expectations, then the most important predictor of cross-
national transferability will be the degree of match between
the relevant normative patterns of the two systems.
Conversely, a mismatch would present a major obstacle,
whereas differences in institutional or environmental patterns
are likely to pose less fundamental problems, merely requiring
solution modification at an administrative or technical level.
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The empowerment agenda for change
The role played by patterns of normative values in the cross-
system transferability of educational innovation is central to
the concept of ‘development education’ (as defined in the
encompassing principles of the Development Education
Association which are reproduced inside the front cover of
this journal). These principles adopt the normative stance of
supporting the empowerment agenda for education:
encouraging social and political awareness, developing
capacity to initiate change, aiming for more equitable
distribution of power, and enabling people to take control of
their own lives.

This empowering agenda for education cannot be taken for
granted. There have always been two agendas for education, in
tension with each other, reflecting two different kinds of
purposes. One kind is concerned with the transmission of an
established set of cultural values and norms, and the training
of the next generation in the skills thought to be most relevant
to society’s future needs. This can be caricatured as ‘preparing
people for their station in life’ in a world which is both
predictable and controllable. Those in power at present decide
what changes lie ahead, and what ‘products’ are required from
the education system, and educators prepare young people
accordingly. This is an education agenda emphasising social
control and training.

The other kind of purpose is concerned with the
development of individuals to achieve their full potential in
whatever fields match their profile of aptitudes. It is
concerned also with encouraging creativity, the growth of new
knowledge, and independent learners who can apply critical
thinking. These purposes can be interpreted as giving the next
generation the means to create a better future than those
currently in power can envision: this is the educational agenda
of empowerment.

It is worth noting that the education system developed in
nineteenth-century England was very much more concerned
with social control than with empowerment. The provision of
mass education in England was specifically designed for ‘the
gentling of the masses’, to teach the labouring classes to defer
to, and be useful to, their betters. It is interesting to speculate
to what extent the shadows of this thinking are still lurking in
the institutional patterns of the present time.

If a normative commitment to the empowerment agenda
for education is implicit in the concept of development
education, it is also implicit in the concept of a learning
society. The learning society is characterised as one in which
people solve problems through the application of their
conscious learning, and thereby enter a beneficial cycle of
continuous conscious learning and problem solving. The
learning society requires active citizenship, within a
democracy built upon rational and empathetic dialogue and
mutual tolerance among communities of diverse views,
cultures, and priorities. The learning society, like the concept
of development education, requires the multi-layered affinities
which are the prerequisite for social inclusion: the ability to
belong to national and international communities without in

any way lessening the sense of belonging also to family, local,
tribal, or neighbourhood communities.

The empowerment agenda for education has profound
implications for the nature of teaching and school leadership,
for the quality of interactions with students, and for the
relationship between a school and its community. It is
consistent, for example, with the promotion of teaching as a
research-based profession, which sees self-motivated
practitioners, working creatively and in a supportive peer
group, continuously refining the craft skills of teaching.
Reflective practice, collegial working methods, professional
reading, debate and sharing, the gathering and analysis of
appropriate data, and the constant exercise of independent
judgement, all combine to create the conditions in which
successful learning strategies can be devised to maximise the
progress of individual children. This view is also consistent
with the recognition that teaching requires more than a
specified list of competencies: it is value driven work, which
involves deep and complex human relationships and emotions.
This empowering future for teaching enables educators to
exemplify, through their own behaviour and attitudes, what
education is all about.

The notions of development education, the learning society,
and the empowerment agenda for education, form a coherent
pattern of normative values, beliefs, attitudes, and aspirations.
It was argued earlier that appreciating the normative patterns
of societies is helpful in assessing the cross-system
transferability of policies and practices. This is especially the
case where current problem-solving activity can be
conceptualised as seeking to modify institutional patterns to
bring them into harmony with contemporary values and
expectations.

For the purposes of education policy-making and
innovation, the normative patterns most relevant to national
systems of education will often be given expression in the
current political agendas of governments, although often there
may be substantial sub-cultures committed to different values.
There is also a third group emerging and set to have
increasing influence in the longer term: a growing
international community of educators and scholars, committed
to the values and purposes for education which have been
summarised in this article. The existence of this community,
whose members can engage in dialogue from widely different
cultural and economic perspectives, points to the development
of an international learning community displaying many of the
characteristics of the ‘learning society’ discussed above. This
is a trend which will greatly assist the depth and quality of
international observation and analysis and the processes of
assessing the cross-system transferability of innovations.®

� Raphael Wilkins is Director of Education, Thurrock
Borough Council (PO Box 118, Grays RM17 6GF). This
article is based on his address to the Conference on
Teachers’ International Professional Development held at
the QEII Conference Centre, London, on 2 May 2000.
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